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Abstract. Methods of wide-field fluorescence microscopy for measur-
ing membrane dynamics of living cells are described, including spec-
tral imaging as well as anisotropy imaging of the membrane marker
6-dodecanoyl-2-dimethylamino naphthalene �laurdan�. Plasma mem-
branes are selected by illumination with an evanescent electromag-
netic field and distinguished from intracellular membranes assessed
by whole-cell illumination. While fluorescence spectra of laurdan ap-
peared red-shifted with decreasing membrane stiffness, fluorescence
anisotropy and rotational correlation times were reduced with in-
creasing membrane fluidity. Membrane stiffness was found to increase
with decreasing temperature and increasing amounts of cholesterol
and was always higher for the plasma membrane than for intracellular
membranes. These effects may have some clinical relevance in the
research of drug resistance or cell aging. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical In-
strumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3470446�
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Introduction
embrane dynamics—including mechanical stiffness and ex-

hange of lipid molecules �membrane fluidity�—has a large
mpact on cell function and may be an important factor for
athogenesis of, e.g., cancer1 or Alzheimer’s disease.2 An es-
ential component of lipid bilayers is cholesterol, which de-
ermines its fluidity and rigidity. Membrane dynamics has so
ar been deduced from measurements of fluorescence
olarization3 or fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
FRAP�4 using specific membrane markers. In addition,
olarity-sensitive probes, e.g., 6-dodecanoyl-2-dimethylamino
aphthalene �laurdan�, whose electronic excitation energy is
ifferent in polar and nonpolar environments,5,6 proved to be
seful for membrane studies. Once incorporated into cell
embranes, the fluorescence spectrum of laurdan shows a

hift toward longer wavelengths when the laurdan molecules
ome into contact with adjacent water molecules of the cyto-
lasm, e.g., when membrane stiffness decreases or when a
hase transition from the tightly packed gel phase to the liquid
rystalline phase of membrane lipids occurs. Fluorescence
axima around 440 nm and 490 nm have been observed, so

ar, and the generalized polarization

GP = �I440 − I490�/�I440 + I490� , �1�

as been defined as a parameter of membrane stiffness,7 with

440 corresponding to the fluorescence intensity at 440 nm and

490 to that at 490 nm.
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nstitut für Angewandte Forschung, Beethovenstrasse 1, D-73430 Aalen, Ger-
any. Tel: 49-7361-576-3401; Fax: 49-7361-576-3318; E-mail:
erbert.schneckenburger@htw-aalen.de
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046017-
In addition to fluorescence spectra, measurements of fluo-
rescence anisotropy r can give valuable information about
membrane dynamics according to

r = �I� − I��/�I� + 2I�� , �2�

with I� and I� corresponding to the fluorescence intensities
with an electrical field vector parallel and perpendicular to the
plane of incidence. The faster a molecule rotates between op-
tical excitation and fluorescence, the lower is the expected
value r. This value can be determined from steady state as
well as from time-resolved fluorescence measurements. In the
latter case, r�t� decays exponentially after short laser pulse
excitation according to

r�t� = �r0 − r��e−t/�r + r�, �3�

with the initial value r0, the limiting value r� �observed at
times that are long in comparison with the fluorescence life-
time and expressing that the rotational motion of a fluoro-
phore may be hindered in one direction�, and the rotational
correlation time �r which is a direct measure of membrane
viscosity.3

While conventional wide-field microscopy permits simul-
taneous measurements of different cell membranes—
including the plasma membrane and various intracellular
membranes—the plasma membrane can be examined selec-
tively upon total internal reflection �TIR� of a laser beam8,9

propagating through a medium of refractive index n1 �e.g.,
glass substrate� and meeting a second medium of refractive
index n2�n1 �e.g., cell�. Despite being totally reflected at all
angles of incidence � that are greater than a critical angle
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c=arcsin �n2 /n1�, the incident beam establishes an evanes-
ent electromagnetic field that penetrates into the second me-
ium and decays exponentially with the distance z from the
nterface. According to the relation

d = ��/4���n1
2 sin2 � − n2

2�−1/2, �4�

enetration depths d between about 60 nm and more than
00 nm are attained depending on the wavelength � and the
ngle of incidence �.

The present paper reports on fluorescence microscopy of
uman U373-MG glioblastoma cells incubated with laurdan
nd presents spectral images and fluorescence anisotropy im-
ges upon variation of temperature as well as of the intracel-
ular amount of cholesterol. Changes of cholesterol in cell

embranes may affect protein interactions,10 e.g., in patho-
enesis of Alzheimer’s disease,11,12 and may have some influ-
nce on drug resistance13 as well as on cell aging.14 Plasma
embranes illuminated selectively by TIR illumination are

istinguished from intracellular membranes assessed by epi-
llumination of whole cells.

Materials and Methods
.1 Materials

373-MG human glioblastoma cells were obtained from the
uropean Collection of Cell Cultures �ECACC No.
9081403�. Cells were routinely grown in RPMI 1640 me-
ium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and antibiotics
t 37 °C and 5% CO2. The hydrophobic membrane marker
-dodecanoyl-2-dimethylamino naphthalene �laurdan� was
btained from Molecular Probes �Göttingen, Germany� and
repared as a 2 mM Stock solution in ethanol. Water-soluble
holesterol and methyl-�-cyclodextrine �M�CD� were ob-
ained from Sigma �Munich, Germany�. After seeding of
50 cells /mm2, cells were grown on microscope object slides
or 48 h prior to rinsing with Earl’s balanced salt solution
EBSS� and incubation with laurdan �8 �M� or coincubation
ith laurdan �8 �M� and M�CD �4 mM� or coincubation
ith laurdan �8 �M� and a M�CD:cholesterol complex

0.63 mM:0.1 mM� diluted in culture medium without se-
um. Cholesterol depletion after application of M�CD as well
s cholesterol enrichment after application of a
�CD:cholesterol complex are well documented in the

iterature.15 After incubation for 60 min in each case, the in-
racellular amount of cholesterol was either reduced to about
0% �M�CD� or enriched to about 200%
M�CD:cholesterol complex�, as determined with an Amplex
ed Cholesterol Assay Kit �Molecular Probes� and visualized
y coupling of cholesterol to the antibiotic filipin �Sigma�.
fter rinsing with EBSS, cells were measured in an open

luminum chamber at variable temperatures ranging from
6 °C to 40 °C using a 63	 /0.90 water immersion objec-
ive lens. This custom-made chamber �filled with a layer of

to 3 mm EBSS� contained a Peltier element for heating or
ooling, as well as a calibrated thermocouple for temperature
easurements in close vicinity to the measured part of the

amples.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046017-
2.2 Experimental Setup
As depicted in Fig. 1, a diode laser with high repetition pulses
�LDH 400 with driver PDL 800-B, Picoquant, Berlin, Ger-
many; wavelength: 391 nm; pulse energy: 12 pJ; pulse dura-
tion: 55 ps; repetition rate: 40 MHz; average power:
0.5 mW� was adapted to a fluorescence microscope �Ax-
ioplan 1, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany� using either a multimode
fiber for epi-illumination of whole cells or a single-mode
fiber-optic system �kineFlex-p-3-S-395, Point Source,
Southampton, UK� together with a custom-made condenser
unit16 for illumination of the plasma membrane and adjacent
cellular sites under total internal reflection �TIR�. Commonly,
an angle of incidence �=67
0.5 deg was used, permitting a
penetration depth of the evanescent wave of about
120
20 nm, if refractive indices n1=1.515 �glass substrate�
and n2=1.37 �cytoplasm� are assumed. For anisotropy mea-
surements, the electrical field vector was always polarized
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Fluorescence images
were recorded by an electron multiplying �EM�–CCD camera
with Peltier cooling and a sensitivity below 10−16 W /pixel
�DV887DC, ANDOR Technology, Belfast, UK�17 in combina-
tion with appropriate spectral filters �bandpass filters for
454
20 nm and 497
20 nm used sequentially for spectral
imaging or long-pass filter for ��420 nm used for aniso-
tropy imaging�. For anisotropy imaging, two polarized fluo-
rescence images �with an electrical field vector parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of incidence� were generated by a
polarization beamsplitter and detected simultaneously on dif-
ferent segments of the EM-CCD camera �Dual View, Optical
Insights, Tucson, Arizona�. Slight differences of sensitivity
within the two detection paths were corrected by determina-
tion of the so-called G factor, i.e., the factor of fluorescence
intensities measured within the two paths when in both cases
the polarization of emission and excitation light was parallel.
For additional measurements of fluorescence spectra, a
custom-made polychromator together with an image-

Dual View

EMCCD
Camera

Single Mode Fiber

TIR
Illumination

Dichromatic
Reflector

Fluorescence
Microscope

Sample

Epi-Illumination

Multimode Fiber

Laser Diode
391 nm
40 MHz

Sliding
Mirror

Fiber
Coupler

Fiber
Coupler

Fiber
Coupler

Fig. 1 Fluorescence microscope for spectral imaging or anisotropy
imaging on TIR or epi-illumination. In some cases, the EM-CCD cam-
era was replaced by a polychromator with an image-intensified detec-
tor or a time-gated image-intensifying camera.
July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�2
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ntensifying detection unit �IMD 4562, Hamamatsu Photonics,
chino-Cho, Japan� was fixed on top of the microscope,18

hereas for measurements of the rotational correlation time,
uorescence decay kinetics was recorded with a time-gated

mage-intensifying camera �Picostar HR 12; LaVision, Göttin-
en, Germany� at a temporal resolution of 200 ps �Ref. 19�.

Results
.1 Spectral Imaging
he fluorescence spectrum of U373-MG glioblastoma cells

ncubated with laurdan is depicted in Fig. 2 together with the
olecular structure of laurdan. All spectra are related to single

ells either without further treatment �lower curve� or on en-
ichment of cholesterol �to about 200% of its natural amount;
iddle curve� or on cholesterol depletion �to about 50% of its

atural amount; upper curve�. While absolute fluorescence in-
ensities varied from cell to cell up to a factor of about 2, the
ntensity ratio of the fluorescence bands around 440 nm and
90 nm increased with the amount of cholesterol. This find-
ng can be described by an increase of the generalized polar-
zation �GP� with increasing membrane stiffness according to
q. �1�.

GP values determined from fluorescence images recorded
ithin both spectral bands are depicted in Fig. 3 as a function
f the intracellular amount of cholesterol on illumination of
hole cells ��a�: epi-illumination� and plasma membranes

�c�: TIR illumination�. Corresponding images of fluorescence
ntensity ��b�, �d�, recorded at ��420 nm� as well as a color
cale for the GP values have been added. This figure proves
he increasing GP values with increasing amounts of choles-
erol and shows that GPs are always higher for the plasma

embranes than for inner parts of the cells. This holds for all
emperatures in the range 16 °C�T�40 °C, although GP
ecreases continuously with increasing temperature �data not
hown�.

.2 Fluorescence Anisotropy Imaging
olarized measurements of laurdan fluorescence in U373-MG
lioblastoma cells always showed higher fluorescence inten-
ity within the plane of the incident electrical field vector than
erpendicular to this plane. In addition, time-resolved mea-
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ig. 2 Fluorescence spectra of single U373-MG glioblastoma cells
ncubated with laurdan �8 �M, 1 h� at a natural amount of cholesterol
lower curve� or on cholesterol enrichment �to 200%; middle curve�
r cholesterol depletion �to 50%, upper curve� at T=24 °C �whole
ell illumination at �=391 nm�; molecular structure of laurdan.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046017-
surements after picosecond laser pulse excitation showed a
fluorescence decrease with a lifetime around 5 ns �Ref. 19�
for both polarizations as well as some delayed increase for the
polarization perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

Images of steady state anisotropy determined according to
Eq. �2� are depicted in Fig. 4 for whole-cell illumination and
in Fig. 5 for TIR illumination as a function of temperature and
intracellular amount of cholesterol. These figures clearly show
increasing anisotropies with increasing amounts of cholesterol
and decreasing temperatures. In addition, anisotropy values
are always higher for the plasma membranes �visualized as
cell edges on epi-illumination and cell surfaces on TIR illu-
mination� than for inner parts of the cells including the
nuclear membrane. A similar result is obtained if instead of
the fluorescence anisotropy r, the rotational correlation time
�r is determined from fluorescence decay kinetics, as depicted
in Fig. 6. Again, �r decreases with temperature and increases
with the amount of cholesterol �not shown� due to decreasing
membrane viscosity in the first case and increasing viscosity
in the second case. Obviously, the most pronounced change of
�r occurs in the temperature range between 24 °C and 32 °C.

4 Discussion
Several parameters characterizing membrane dynamics of liv-
ing cells have been reported. While the generalized polariza-
tion �GP� of laurdan characterizes mechanical stiffness, the
fluorescence anisotropy r and the rotational correlation time
�r seem to characterize membrane viscosity or �inverse to
viscosity� membrane fluidity. Obviously, similar information
can be deduced from r and �r. GP on one hand and r as well
as � on the other hand show a pronounced decrease with

200 % cholesterol

100 % cholesterol

0 % cholesterol

-0,25 0 0,25

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3 GP images ��a�, �c�; calculated according to Eq. �1�� and corre-
sponding fluorescence intensities ��b�, �d�; recorded at ��420 nm� of
U373-MG glioblastoma cells incubated with laurdan as a function of
intracellular cholesterol amount for whole cells ��a�, �b�: epi-
illumination� and plasma membranes ��c�, �d�: TIR illumination� at T
=24 °C �image size: 140 �m	140 �m each�; scale of GP values.
r

July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�3
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emperature and an increase with the intracellular amount of
holesterol. This proves an inverse behavior of mechanical
tiffness and fluidity of cell membranes. Experiments of stain-
ng cholesterol with fluorescent filipin showed that on choles-
erol depletion with methyl-�-cyclodextrine �M�CD�, this
epletion occurred primarily from inner parts of the cells,
hereas comparably high cholesterol amounts were main-

ained in the plasma membranes.20 This explains their higher
tiffness and lower fluidity in comparison with intracellular
embranes.
A decrease of membrane stiffness with increasing tempera-

ure has been well documented for artificial membranes,5–7

ut only in a few cases for living cells.21 While in artificial
embranes, this decrease occurred in a small temperature in-

erval �typically, around 40 °C�, it occurred more gradually in
temperature range between about 15 °C and 40 °C for liv-

ng cells. This is in good agreement with our own experiments
nd may be explained by the fact that several different mem-
ranes are expected to interfere.

It is of long-term interest to know how cholesterol may
ffect intermolecular interactions in cell membranes and
hether it might favor or prevent pathogenesis of pathological
rocesses. Just recently, we could show that enrichment as
ell as depletion of cholesterol could prevent interaction of

myloid precursor protein �APP� and �-secretase,12 which fa-
ors the production of amyloid peptide in the pathogenesis of

Fluorescence Anisotropy
0 0,1 0,30,2 0,4

16° C 24° C 32° C 40° C

00%
Chol.

00%
Chol.

50%
Chol.

ig. 4 Fluorescence anisotropy images of U373-MG glioblastoma
ells incubated with laurdan as a function of temperature and intrac-
llular cholesterol amount on whole-cell illumination �image size:
0 �m	140 �m each�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046017-
Alzheimer’s disease. In addition, an influence of cholesterol
on cell aging is well described in the literature14 and verified
by our own experiments �not shown�: Aging cells of subcul-
tures 38–42 �i.e., cells split 38–42 times� were stiffer than

Fluorescence Anisotropy
0 0,1 0,30,2 0,4

16° C 24° C 32° C 40° C

200%
Chol.

100%
Chol.

50%
Chol.

Fig. 5 Fluorescence anisotropy images of U373-MG glioblastoma
cells incubated with laurdan as a function of temperature and intrac-
ellular cholesterol amount on TIR illumination �image size: 70 �m
	140 �m each�.

Fig. 6 Temperature dependence of the rotational correlation time of
U373-MG glioblastoma cells incubated with laurdan on TIR �black
bars: plasma membrane� and epi-illumination �gray bars: whole cell�;
median values±median absolute deviations �MADs� of 20 single-cell
measurements in each case.
July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�4
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ells of the subcultures 18–24 generally used for our experi-
ents.
While fluorescence spectra5–7,21,22 and anisotropy22 mea-

urements of laurdan have been well documented in the lit-
rature, only few imaging data of living cells are available so
ar.23,24 Therefore, it was a main purpose of this paper to
resent spectral and anisotropy images of single cells and to
ompare laurdan fluorescence arising from plasma mem-
ranes with that arising from whole cells �and dominated by
ntracellular membranes�. Switching of the illumination mode
etween total internal reflection �TIR� and epi-illumination is
erformed easily by two different illumination paths and a
liding mirror, as depicted in Fig. 1. TIR illumination with a
emispherical or hemicylindrical glass prism �Fig. 1� has fur-
her advantages in comparison with commercial TIR devices
sing high aperture objective lenses: easy variation of the
enetration depth of the evanescent electromagnetic field by
ariation of the angle of incidence, and use of any kind of
bjective lens, even of rather low numerical aperture. This is
ssential for selection of larger object fields and for maintain-
ng the polarization of light in fluorescence anisotropy mea-
urements.

Imaging experiments profit to a large extent from the avail-
bility of highly sensitive EM-CCD cameras with excellent
ignal-to-noise ratio. Microscopic resolution in spectral and
nisotropy imaging, however, is commonly limited by the
bbé criterion to about 200 nm but can be improved to a few
anometers in the axial direction by variable-angle TIR
icroscopy.16 So, microdomains of different membrane stiff-

ess or fluidity can be visualized down to diameters around
00 nm, whereas cholesterol-enriched lipid rafts of only a
ew nanometers in size cannot be resolved.25 The excellent
xial resolution, however, permits us to measure cholesterol-
ependent cellular adhesions on a substrate in a nanometer
cale, and loosening of those adhesions on depletion of
holesterol—finally leading to detachment of whole cells—
as previously been well documented.26
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